
Minutes for September 27, 2022 - Rigid Heddle Study Group Hybrid Meeting

On September 27, 2022, the Rigid Heddle study group held its 21st meeting, both via Zoom and
in person. The group has 21 members, 6 of whom attended the meeting, plus one guest
presenter.

Attendees:
Randee Frommer, Raylene Keating, Mary Anna Swinnerton, Jan Isbell, Kathi Yanamura, as well
as guest Patty Huffer. On Zoom was Sharon Carsten.

Agenda Items:
1. Welcome, administrative topics

a. Randee welcomed attendees to the meeting, for the first time weaving with our looms.
We just finished to 1.5 days of a krokbragd class.

b. Website updates: Minutes are now on the website. Calendar is updated with
upcoming events through November.

c. We have volunteers for all our topics. Subjects are getting more complex, so topics
may be covered over a couple of months. It was decided that an alternate would be
nice to have for each topic since it will be two months. Practice can be done in the
meeting on swatch looms. Discussion time will be set aside for our wearable projects.

i. Sharon Carsten will lead our study of weft pile weaves in October.
ii. Send resources to Randee by the end of each month so she can send them out

to others to practice.
d. November will be a potluck in the Village Wiestoria Depot, Mary Anna’s complex.

i. Folks from outside the area are encouraged to attend in person. We will find
places for you to stay.

ii. Mary Anna will make soup. Others can bring what they like. People should let
folks know if they have sensitivities. Others can make dishes taking these
sensitivities into account, but that is not required. Please label dishes, i.e.:
dairy-free, vegan, gluten-free, etc.

iii. Depot has a full kitchen with a microwave, oven, cooktop. There will be an
in-person show and share. Bring whatever you have made.

iv. Randee will try and put together a handout on wearables for a demo.
e. Monthly Show and Share – please send photos to Barb so that we can have archives

on the website.

2. Program of Study:  Inkle Weaving on a Rigid Heddle with Patty Huffer.
RHL is a 2 shaft loom. On an Inkle Loom, shafts need to be manipulated by hand, similar
to old-fashioned box looms. Historically, bands have been woven on a band loom, a
cradle loom, or a tape loom. For today’s demo, Patty used 5/2 mercerized cotton and 12
dent heddle.

Ideally, you would use a belt shuttle. The warp is wider at the end where it goes through
the heddle and gets narrow where the weft is woven through. Use the heddle to switch
sheds but beat the band with the belt shuttle. Beat straight down, leave a loop, change
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shed, then pull weft through, pulling the loop up to the selvedge. No need for bubble or
angle. Setting the width of the band when the weft is pulled through.

This is a warp faced weave with color and pattern set up in the warp. The weft is a single
color and doesn’t show. Start with a length of weft thread through warp. Feed another
length of weft, creating a loop. Feed first end through the loop, pull the loop into the warp,
and beat with belt shuttle. End will not come loose. No need to hemstitch or zigzag.
Popsicle sticks help to create something to push the belt shuttle up against when starting.

At the end of the band, weave a tail, change shed, feed shuttle through, beat, place a
dental floss threader in piece before the final pick. After you do the final pick, feed the
weft thread through the floss threader and pull weft thread through under the final pick.

To finish: Wet finish. Soak overnight with dawn and a color catcher. Spin in a washing
machine, hang to dry, press between towel before it is fully dry. Trim ends as you iron.

Inkle vs rigid heddle: On an inkle loom, you need to make heddles before you weave.
The loom is smaller and more portable than a rigid heddle. Also, the warp does not
spread. RH: warp spreads wider at the top and the width of the band is set when the weft
is woven. Warp can be longer on a RH loom than on an inkle.

3. Show and Share
a. Raylene Keating

i. shared a diamond stripe towel by Kelly Cassanova. She wanted a denser towel,
so she wove with 8/4 cotton on a 12 dent reed. She used single warp and
doubled the weft with 2 colors held together. She felt that sometimes the 8/4
would stick together in the heddles.

ii. Color challenge – Tuscan Life. For this challenge, use colors you don’t normally
use. Raylene wove a Penny Candy Scarf by Sara Bixler. 5/2 cotton. It was
woven “tromp as writ” with the same colors on weft as warp.

b. Randee Frommer
i. She talked about the Indigo Dye Workshop at Colleen Franks’ house. Shared 2

scarves she overdyed. Raylene mentioned that she dyed some polworth wool
roving. One fiber turned a dusky grey. There are many pictures on the COSWG
Facebook page.

ii. 4 selvedge tapestry of a landscape with a road leading off to mountains with the
sun shining through. Done on copper tapestry loom.

iii. Shared the garment she made with the odd synthetic thread she mentioned last
month, held together with a natural fiber. Knitted sleeves and back section, inlay
with embroidery floss.

iv. Shared fabric made with merino cone yarn and rayon in a small check pattern.
Pattern ideas come from various places, but mostly from her creative mind.

c. Mary Anna Swinnerton
i. Shared scarves she dyed at the Indigo Dye Workshop with knots, circles, wax

resist. She also shared a scarf she dyed the next day with leftover dye from the
workshop. It still had some color.

d. The group shared items from the krokbragd class.
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MEETINGS ARE HELD MONTHLY ON THE FOURTH TUESDAY (except for November due to
Thanksgiving week; December’s meeting is canceled:

Mtg dates Location Facilitator Topics/pages covered

October 25, 2022 Hybrid Sharon
Carsten

Weft Pile Weaves

November 15, 2022
TG is the 24th

Soup and Salad and
Village Wiestoria
Depot

Randee
Frommer

Weave to Wear
Please bring items you have
woven throughout the year so
that we can see them in person.

December 2022 NO MEETING
January 24, 2023 Mary Anna’s

home/hybrid,
possibly Zoom only

Kathi
Yanamura

Weft Float Designs, pgs. 183 –
187

February 28, 2023 Mary Anna’s
home/hybrid,
possibly Zoom only

Weft Float Designs

March 28, 2023 Mary Anna’s
home/hybrid

Jan Isbell Honeycomb, pgs. 188 – 191

April 25, 2023 Mary Anna’s
home/hybrid

Sharyl
McCulloch

Honeycomb

May 23, 2023 Mary Anna’s
home/hybrid

Raylene
Keating

Weaving Spots, Spot Bronson
pgs. 192 – 193

June 27, 2023 Mary Anna’s
home/hybrid

Weaving Spots, Spot Bronson

July 25, 2023 TBD Possible presentation to
COSWG

August 22, 2023 Mary Anna’s
home/hybrid

Barbara
Karcher

Supplemental Weft Inlay, pg.
194

September 26, 2023 Mary Anna’s
home/hybrid

Supplemental Weft Inlay

October 24, 2023 Mary Anna’s
home/hybrid

Marsha
Phelps

Doup Leno pgs. 195 - 200

November ??, 2022
TG is the 23rd
December 2022 NO MEETING

Please remember to send your pictures for Show and Share to Barbara Kracher
(b_kracher@hotmail.com) at least a week before the next meeting.

Kathi Yanamura, Recorder
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